
Precision
VPS Impression Material

• Outstanding dimensional stability 

• Thermally activated flexible set times

• Wild berry scent

•  Available in five high-contrast colors 
and four delivery methods  

Precision is a premium VPS impression material 
with amazing detail reproduction, making it 
the ideal material for the most discriminating 
clinicians. Its revolutionary formula displaces 
moisture better than other VPS materials, 
creating detailed margins in even the most 
challenging situations.

Precision features a thermally activated flex-set 
time, which begins to set once inside the mouth 
and a wild berry scent your patients will love.

Hydrokinetic chemistry displaces 
fluids for greater accuracy than other 
VPS materials resulting in highly 
detailed impressions

Heavy Medium Lite X-Lite Putty
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Hydrokinetics in Action: Seeking Out & Repelling Moisture
(Detail of Precision material entering tooth sulcus)

Precision VPS Impression Material
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Traditional VPS material fails to achieve 
complete moisture displacement
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Traditional Impression Material

The First Hydrokinetic Impression Material 
Precision is an entirely different class of impression materials. Its proprietary hydrokinetic properties aren’t just 
different, they redefine clinical performance in impression materials.

Hydrokinetics: The measure of Performance

Hydrophilicity is good, but moisture displacement is far more important. In fact, it’s critical. No matter how 
hydrophilic traditional VPS impression materials are, they all lose accuracy when exposed to moisture. The 
revolutionary hydrokinetic formulation of Precision enables it to seek out and displace moisture from the 
prepared site. As the tissue re-hydrates during impression-taking, Precision continues to flow into sulcular 
pockets, displacing moisture from both hard and soft tissues and propelling it towards the outer surfaces of 
the impression. It’s not surprising that, in clinical tests*, Precision displaced moisture more effectively than all 
other materials.

Product Item #

Precision Putty Jars
Flex Set Time (2:45 – 3:45)

Putty Jars SPD1517
Contents: 1 – 250 ml jar base, 1– 250 ml jar catalyst, 
mixing spoons, instructions 

Precision Putty Paks
Flex Set Time (2:45 – 3:45)

Putty Paks SPD1514
Contents: 12 – 18 ml paks, instructions

Product Item #

Precision Jumbo Cartridge Refill Kit
Flex Set Time (2:45 – 3:45)

Heavy Body SPD1547
Contents: 2 – 380 ml jumbo cartridges, tips, instructions 

Product Item #

Precision 2-Pack Cartridges
Flex Set Time (2:45 – 3:45)

Extra Lite Body SPD1508

Lite Body SPD1509

Medium Body SPD1510

Heavy Body SPD1511
Contents: 2 – 48 ml cartridges, tips, instructions
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